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l INTRODUCTION
Viewed from Physicsland, biological systems show a fascinating menagerie of incred-

ibly convoluted phenomena. Our selfconfidence is further shattered by the success of
hoplessly ftzzy concepts and by the acute sense of history present in all üving beings.
For anybody with a taste for scientific adventure, however, there are two probiems
which are not any longer ignored even by theoretical physics. One is the theory of
systems comprising many clever, reproductive ttparticles", each with its own individua.l set of evolving strategies-see the article by Huberman in this book. The second
is the theory of neurai and irnmune networks.

What makes these fields "hot" is a temporary resonance between scientific, industrial,
and - yes - military interests: take a glance at the list of our sponsors. Networks and
communication systerns are changing the way we work and live, although I wonder
if something like ?äe erhaustiue Bohr-Einstein bitnet corresponilence wiil ever be
pubüshed. At the same time, the need for massively parallel, adaptable machines has
turned our attention to the unique abilities of the brain.

In collaboration with Mario Marchand, now at Ottawa University, I have considered
multilayer Perceptrons (Rujän and Marchand, 1988, 1989) from a geometric point of
view, an avenue considered by Minsky and Papert (1969) fruitless and misleading. Be
aware!

Feedforward, networks consist of simple processing units mimicking neurons. These
McCullogh-Pitts (1943) type binary units are connected into a muitilayered network
wilh aisible input (output) layers where information enters (leaves) the net and one or
more internal layers of so-called hid,d,en uni,ts. The presence of such units is essential
if the network is to perform complicated tasks, since Perceptron-like devices without
hidden units have limited abilities (Minsky and Papert, 1969). Feedforward networks
are useful because they have a simple, fast dynamics and do not require any special

synchronization.

In geometrical terms, each neuron corresponds to a hyperplane defined in the

space
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of all possible activation patterns. These hyperpianes partition the space of input
configurations into several regions. Among all possible such partitions I introduce an
important class: the regular partitions. This special partitionis of interest because in
this case the activation patterns ol lhe hidd,en layer can be correctly classified by a
single output unit.
This geometric picture suggests that learning is not merely a process of adaptively
changing the connections between n€urons and their thresholds. Instead, one must
seek a way of conslructing the architecture best suited to solve the given task. This
is similar to setting up an automatic assembly line where every car is constructed
according to the individual specifications of each customer.

it may be, such an approach is relatively easy to implement. Moteover,
overcomes the basic problem o{ f,xed architecture neural network models, namely

Surprising as

it

that learning is computationally intractabie (Judd,

1987).

A new class of aigorithms based on these ideas is briefly discussed. A simple piane
cutting procedure, for example, constructs in number of steps polynomial in the probiem size (examples * architecture) a two layer architecture realization of an arbitrary
Boolean function. The architecture constructed in this way reflects the symmetries
of the impiemented function. Highly symmetric functions lead to simple a.rchitectures, while random Boolean functions, for example, lead to an exponential number
of hidden units. The rule extraction ability o{ such networks is measured in a set
of numerica.l experiments by controlling the correlations between the output of inpui
patterns as a function of their Hamming distance.
Optim,alization of neuronai architectures depends on the assigned costs of processing
units, of synaptic connections and on a wide range of restrictions, like maximal synaptic strengths, finite fan-in, modularity, noise tolerance requirements, etc. It may be
less evident, but learning times and execution speed provide also strong constraints.
This will be discussed in more detail for the parity function.

In more general terms, one can ask the following question: given a (simple) recursive
function, how does the number of additional processing units scales with ihe size of the
task in a feedforward network implementation ? This probiem is closely related to the
VLSI design of fast arithmetic units. At the end of this article I will discuss in some
detaii the problem of binarg ad,ders. Viewed from a neura^l network implementation
point of view, some new issues surface, Iike content dependent communication Links
and computation by pattern recognition.

All along, I will stick to the notion of a "synthetic" network in the spirit of Braitenbetg's Vehicles (1984) and I wili intentionaliy avoid adventuring into ihe biological
implications of this model, except for a few

na.rve

remarks left to the Conclusions.
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2 LEARNING
Learning is the ability of a system (organism) to make predictions and take decisions
based on its past experience and not by following its d,estiny, meaning here any form of

inherited program. Even in very complex, well structured environments there might

be simple, successful strategies. Without a mathematical model describing in deiail
a"ll interactions within the environment, it is difficult to explain why such strategies
work at aI1 and impossible to explicitly program them. It is much simpler to learn by
trial and error or through examples.
Among the many models for learning, I distinguish three main classes, representing
in my view three distinct levels of cognitive processing. Unsuperaised, iearning models
aim at understanding how "feature detectors" and topologically correct representations of sensorial inputs are formed in the early stage of the neuronal processing (see
the article of Linsker in this Volume). It is quite possible that the processing units
are here linear.
However, mental images, categories, and motoric actions have a rather discrete nature.
This indicates that some kind of logical output is required at a deeper levei of neuronal
processing. This kind of net is modelled here. During superuised, learning a signai
vector preprocessed by the feature detectors elicits an output from the adaptable
network. A "teacher" then judges the value of the output and the network changes
its internal representation accordingly.

The third and most abstract form of learning is problem solaing. The highly abstract,
semantic mental representations aquired during supervised Iearning form an intricate,
large space. This space is searched with the help of specific dynamic rrtoves operators,
which, in turn, are regulated by decision procedures (priority of moves, delating or
creating new operators, etc.) Such problems are typical for Artificial Intelligence.

I will

discuss here only superoised learning and

it is always in this sense that

the

term learning will be used. If the difierent input signals (or exampies) a.ctivate onlya
small groups of neuronal units the representation of the signal is /ocal. When the
input triggers a widely distributed pattern of activation, the internal representation
is d,'istributed,. Much of the actual interest in neura.l networks is due to the cooperative
properties and the potential appücations of distributed representations (PDP, 1987).

The question of learning is crucial for distributed representations. Local changes
of connections strength must cooperate in order to improve the performance of the
system as a whole (the credit assignement problem). However, as it will become soon
evident, the distinction between distributed and local representations exists only when
we force a particular architecture on the system. When the system has the freedom
to choose itself the architecture best suited to represent a task domain, this difierence
becomes rather academic.
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The basic requirements for a system capable of learning are:
* Memory - no learning is possible without memory

* Adaptivity - the ability to make adjustements during the learning process
* Flexibility - the ability to represent a large variety of inputs
* Plasticity - the ability of revising already learnt categories
* Data compression - finding adequate (minimat) representations
* Robustness - failure tolerance against local noise
* Learneability - ihe learning algorithm must be computationally tractable.
This last point might seem insignificant or incomprehensible (or boih) io biologists.
However, computational intractability is not a purely mathematical concept but has
also very real physical consequences. A genuinely intractable system has an exponentia^i number of local minima and the system gels aluags trapped in one such metastable
state, as examplified by ihe spin-giass problemin statistical physics (Binder & Young,
1986). It also means a sfow, irreproducible and irregularly fluctuating dynamics. In
our context it implies that a large system never learns (Valiant, 1984).

In models wtlh ficed, architectures learning is considered mainly as a mernorizationin-a-nelwork problem: given a task (i.e. a set of input-output pattern pairs) and
a network architecture (i.e. ihe list of neurons, layers, and their connectivity) one
tries, with a given learning algorithm, to find the value of each connection so that
the network will perform the task. However, it has recently been shown (Judd' 1987)
that the problem of deciding wether or not a given task can be performed by a given
architecture is .A/P-complete (computationally intractable). Hence, it is not surprising
that there is no known learning algorithm that will answer this rnemorization-in-anetuork problem in a number of steps polynomial in the problem size (architecture
f exarnples) and we should not expect that there will be one in a near future. It is
not surprising either that algorithms Like back-propagation (Rumelhart, Hinton and
Williams, 1986) are not guaranteed to converge at all and do get stuck quite often in
locai minima, especially when a network with a minimum number of neurons is used
(Tesauro and Janssens, 1988).

3 INFORMATION PROCESSING

IN FEEDFOR\MARD NETWORKS

Consider first the famous Perceptron. As shown in Fig. 1, a linear Perceptron feeds
on the output of N feature-detectors. The detectors assume values 0 or 1, depending
on whether a feature is identified or not.

The connections to the single ptocessing unit are weighed by the synaptic strengths.
The processing unit calculates the value of the output according to a nonlinear function as shown in Fig. 2. I will use step activation-functions. Such units are called
linear threshold gates or McOullogh-Pitts neurons (McCullogh-Pitts, 1943).
Denoting the weights of the connection fromfeature detector
by n; the output nool is calculated as

iby u;

and its activiiy
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Fig. 1: A Perceptron without hidden units. Two representations of the same network are shown: the usual network picture on the left and, the threshold
gate picture on the right. {1D;} are the connection strengths, the thresholil aalue is rc. The input aariablet {na} and the output n'ol are binary
oariables

{0,7}.

Dout:"ff,r,r,-')

\TI

(1)

where rc is a variable threshold and @ is the Heaviside step function. The problem
is to adjust the set of weights {*;, u} such as to realize a given Boolean function
of N variables nool(ra1, n2,. . .,nN) : {0,1}. Note that ES. (1) can be interpreted
in terms of the hyperplane #fr : rc separating in two regions the .vector space d :
(rLrrz,. . .,nN)

?zout :

(lI rl wn>r{
{

lo if üd<n

(2)

l.-

Neurons are analogue devices. However, for sigmoid activation functions, a successful
learning process wi[ result almost always in weights and thresholds with a large value,
implying a large value of rn (see Fig. 2).Therefore, from a practical point of view,
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x+1
aetiaat'ion Junctions of the form f (*) :
When m + 6 one obtains a step function.

Fig. 2: A nctnlinear

lana).

|(1 +t'anlrrnx) (nt :

the neuron functions as a logicai device. Let me remark that a discrete description is
not at all restrictive: smooth, probabilistic behaviour can be obtained by averaging in
time the activation of a given unit. As far as synthetic brains are concerned, pushing
for analogue devices seems to me a step in the wrong direction.
The first question we ask about the Perceptron is how many different functicins can be
represented by such a simple device. Let me call an incomplete-M boolean function
a function of N variables which is defined only for M different input configurations
(patterns). The total number of possible configurations is M : 2N (complete boolean
{unction). Since each input configuration 2oo1 can be 0 or 1, so the total number o{

boolean functions is

22K

.

The {unctions which can be represented by a Perceptron are called linearly separable
) and their numberis bounded by (Winder, 1963)

functions (1.t.t'.

B\{) s

,iy
L-0\

'\

K /

(3)

If both N and M are large, the probability for an incomplete boolean function to be
linearly separableis 1if M l-2N,|rt U:2ly' and Ofor M > 2N' This result
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has been recently generalized for uncorrelated patterns with a low level of activity
(Gardner, 1988; Gardner and Derrida, 1988). For complete boolean functions the
number oI l.s.f. is bounded by 2N2 and is negligible compared to the total number
of boolean functions. In order to represent a large number of boolean functions as a
Iinearly separable function one can extend the input space (increase N but keep M
constant). One way to achieve this is by using sparse representations, For instance, a
number between 0 and 7 can be represented by its position in a string of eight units
rather than coded in 3 bits.

consider a Perceptron with N inputs. Define the input or switching space to be
the unit hypercube of dimensions N. Every corner of this hypercube corresponds
to a possible configuration of the input units. Let',s colour (marking) a]l the corners
corresponding to an example input-vector by the colour of the output (white for 0
and biack for 1), For an incomplete boolean function some corners are left unrno'rked.
As a first example consider the example of the xoR function shown in Fig. 3. From
the simpie geometric interpretation of Eq. (2) it follows that a probiem can be solved
with an output unit only iff the set of white points can be separated from the set of
black points by a (hyper)plane. A simple geometric way to decide linear separability
is to construct the convex hull (the sma.llest convex polytope incorporating all points
in question) of the two sets of vertices, ,56 and .91. Next construct the intersection
P : Soft 51, which is also a convex polytope. The function is linearly separable only
if f P is empty (Highieyman, 1961). For the XOR function (Fig. f ) Se and ,51 are the
two lines connecting the two white and black points, respectively. Their intersection
point P is not void, so XOR is not linearly separable. When ihe intersection P :
,96 n ,91 is not empty, the space is not linearly separable. In such cases we must
introduce new internal (hidden) units, so as to remove the intersection P. Two ways
of doing this are iilustrated in Fig. 3 for the XOR function'

Let us call äor a polytope whose boundaries are hyperplanes or facets of the original

input hypercube and which contains at least one corner. Each box will be represented
by a single activation pattern of the second neuron layer. When corners of different
colours happen to be in the same box, they are mapped into the same activation
pattern and the network will fail. Therefore, a properly working network corresponds
to a partition of the input space into boxes containing corners of the same color (unmarked corners do not count). This is a necessary conditions for a proper functioning
of the network but does not ensure that further layers of neurons are not needed to
solve the problem.
There is an extremely large number of possible partitions of the input unit hypercube.
The more corners a box contains, the better will shrink the total number of possible

pattern activations from one layer to another. We call this property contraction.
Thus one possible strategy to follow is lbe marirnal contraction principle: search for
partitions with maximal contraction. The configuration space of an internal layer

wiih N; hidden units is necessarily an incomplete Boolean function itself and can be
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Fig. 3: Tuo ways of rernouing the intersection P. a) Ad,d,ing one n'Lore d,irnension
to the input square by ad,d,ing a hid,d,en unit ' The cube shows all possible
configurations of the three units anil the function is separable. The network
has ilirect connections from the input to the output layer. b) Partiti'on the
input square into bores containing onlg points of the sarne color. onlg one
corner per bor uiII be actiuated, (rnarked) in the hid,d,en lager. The network
does not haae d'irect links behteen input and, output units.
represented in the same way as the input hypercube.

After a large number of contractions it may happen lhat M7 1 2N7,, where M7, is
the number of distinct activation patterns on a hidden layer with N6 units' Ilence,
with alarge probability, the hidden spaceis linearly separable (see Eq. (3)) and there
is no need for more layers. Otherwise stated, eaerg contr&cting learning proced,ure is
guaranteed, to proiluce a possible network solut'ion.
One can go one step further and introduce the notion of regular partition, which has
the following properties:
1). Every region contains vertices of the same colour,

2). Every hyperplane separates corners of different colourst
3). The hyperplanes do not intersect inside the hypercube.
Regular partitions are correct mappings (property 1.). In addition, one can prove that
they are also Jinearly separable by a single output unit (Rujän and Marchand, 1988,
1989). Therefore, by obeying the rules 1)-3) above, one can be sure that the network
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will have only one hidden layer and will represent correctly any boolean function.
The proof has been extended to multistate input and output units (Rujän, 1989),
provided the hidden units remain binary.

A optimal partitioning is a linearly separable partitioning which minimizes a cost
function assigning some price tag to every unit and every connection and defines
the minimal architecture needed to implement the predicate under consideration.
The probiem of supervised learning can be stated as the search for a good, possibly
optimal architecture.

4 A LEARNING PROCEDURE
The goal of the learning procedures is to find the regular partition that contains the
minimum number of planes or, conversely, the partition(s) with maximal contraction.
I cail the strategy adopted beiow the "plane-chopping" strategy.

First imagine that we have at our disposal a search algorithm providing the plane
that separates the largest cluster of corners having the same color on one of its sides.
Cut out from the hypercube this set of corners. All unmarked corners on the same
side of the plane as the cutted points are thus automatically classified.

In this way we have constructed our first hidden unit, corresponding to the cutting
piane. We can again apply the search on the remaining convex body but this time
only planes that do not separate the points already excluded by the first plane are
considered. Thus property 3 is satisfied. Repeat this procedure until a plane separating onJy points of opposiie colors is found. We have now a partition satisfying
property 1 and 3 but not necessarily property 2. The planes that separates points
of the same color are easily identified and removed (we call "sleep" this phase of the
algorithm). After disconnecting these spurious units, we end with a regular partition.
The output unit is then constructed solving a sparse set of linear equations.

We need now to define the search algorithm. Again, this step, or subroütine, can
be done in many ways and we present here only the most straightforward possibility
(other variants are discussed in Rujän, 1989). Consider the "minimal set" of hyperplanes, where the connections (weights) may assume only the values lo; : {-1,0, +1},
. . .,'-!#,where N-1+;
while the thresholds are chosen as : - ?!+, -'!#*t,
'c
counts the number of -1's (+1's) in #. All such planes intersect the unit hypercube
but do not contain any vertex (corner). By a simple counting, we find that their total
number is N3N-1, which is only slightly larger than the number of all possible input
patterns N : 2N. This set of planes is nevertheless able to represent any Boolean
function.

If the

search algorithm impiements only a simple linear search.through all these plane,
a minimal regular partition will be found after at most O(,V(2+locr3) steps, which is

Pril Ruj6n
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polynomial in the problem size - "A/. Note ihai back-propagation (Rumelhart, Hinton
and Williams, 1986) requires in general an exponential number of steps in .4,/. Given
a set of examples, the "chopping" algorithm will construci a three-layer architecture
where the units are connected layerwise with all other units through inhibitory and
excitatory connections of unit strength (0 corresponds to a missing connection). This
is particularly advantageous for digiial implementations of such networks.

The "chopping" algorithm does not require any human interference during learning'
In contrast, back-propagation, competitive learning or Boltzmann machines (PDP,
1987) all need a task-dependent fine tuning of many parameters, like learning rates,
acceleration terms, starting conditions, noise levels in simulated annealing, etc.
The above variant was the first one on which we tested our theory. An other approach
based on a minimal linear cut of a graph gives very encouraging results (Rujän, 1989).
M|zard and Nadal (1989) have independently developed a learning algorithm based
on the Perceptron learning rule. They add new hidden units in order to get a correct
mapping of the predicate on every hidden layer. Since their algorithm is contracting,
adding a suficient number of layers wiil eventually lead to a separable map of the
function. Their procedure depends only on the numberofpresented patterns but does
not have any control over the resuiting architecture.

5 RULE EXTRACTION

ABILITY

One of the most interesting properties of neura.l networks is the so-called generaüzation

ability. This means that after learning some examples taken from a known predicate,
the network forms a faithfui internal representation of the function and classifies
correctly the rest of input signals. Most experiments (Denker et al. !987) in this field
have been performed for some concrete task domains and with architectures flxed
by the human designer. Analytic calculations are available oniy for networks without
hidden units - and only for learning random patterns (Kinzel and Opper, 1"989; Hansel
and Sompolinsky, 1989).
Generalization ability is a typical fiuzy concept making a physicist deeply unhappy.
Here is why:

1 Generalization ability is mainly a property of the predicate itself. No learning procedure or network architecture can make predictable a random boolean
function. Only when the input patterns are highly correlated (anticorrelated)
might one expect a positive result.
2 Assuming some ttnice" function, generalization abfity is also a property of the
architecture (memory). Local, "Grand Mothertt-neuron type storage excludes
interactions between internal representations and no generalization can emerge.
Only distributed representations are able of generalizations.
3 Even more disturbing is the fact that generalization ability depends also on the
set of presented examples! ttNice" functions consist of compact clusters of points
separated by a few hyperplanes. By presenting examples (inpui configurations)

Iraming
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from every large cluster, the learning aigorithm is forced to create all relevant
planes. Assume, for instance, that one knows in advance the right arclütecture.
What remains when a.ll redundant examples are eliminated is a minimal but
still sufficient set of examples. If on the contrary, one gives examples from
a single cluster, no correct internal representation can emerge. Until now we
have assumed that the only task of the teacher is to provide information on the
predicate. We have come norfl to esteem also his pedagogical skills!

4 Generalization

depends on the learning scheme, From this point of view procedures working with more hidden units than necessary have a slight advantage
when the number of examples is very small, since the presence of additional
planes might be help{ul.

In order to illustrate these points consider the following numerical experiment. A
fuüy defined boolean function corresponds to a given colouring of all 2tr corners of
the input space. We can think of it as to a set of spins si : +1 defined on the corners
of unit hypercube. If the spins on nearest neighbour corners interact ferromagnetically (antiferromagnetically), ordered domains wii] be formed at low temperatures,
which means that in a typical configuration (boolean function) there will be a strong
correiation (anticorrelation) between spins. Introducing the Ising energy

E({";}): -J I

<i,j>

Qn;

- 7)(2n1 -

L)

(4)

we ca.n control these correlations. The sum runs over all <irj > pairs of vertices
connected by an edge of the hypercube. The probability of finding a given Boolean
function with energy -E is given by the Boltzmann distribution

Prob({rz1})

-

exp(

-E({rz;})

(5)

"I plays the röle of an inverse temperature: when J > 0 the interaction is attractive,
like in a ferromagnet, while for -f < 0 it is repulsive (antiferromagnetic). For lJl :6
all Boolean functions have an equal weight, while for l"Il + m one obtains a ferromagnetic (ali vertices have the same color, separable case) or an antiferromagnetic
(parity function) structure on the hypercube. At low temperature the regular structures break up into some large clusters requiring only a few additional hidden planes.
We illustrate this fact in Fig. 4 by plotting the
average ratio of correct classifications as a function of the size of the training set at
several temperatures. It is clear that the generalization abiJity decreases drastically
at higher temperature (random patterns). In large networks this sudden deterioration
is triggered by a second order phase transition of the underlying Ising model.
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Generalization abilitg in networks with 6 input units. At each temperature
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Not surprisingly, a reduction in the average number of hidden units
to learn the task is a.lso observed when ..I is increased (see Fig, 5).

(

N7,

>

needed

The generalization abiliiy seems to deteriorate when too many patterns are learned. A
similar observation was a^lso made in anaiytic calculations for networks without hidden
units (Hansel and Sompolinsky, 1989). This effect is here , paradoxically, related to

the fact that the learning algorithm is too good ! The number of constructed hidden
units is not large enough to represent correctly the remainder of the function. Note
that the absolute number of missclassified inputs is still monotically decreasing. As
shown by Fig. 4, the most consistent results were obtained when the boolean function
had just the right amount of errors to create an architecture with a number of hidden
units close to six, the optimal architecture for the parity-six problem.

For a.lmost separable functions obtained at large va.lues of J > 0 the generalization
ability is outstanding (Fig. e ). In large systems a phase transition in the generalization ability (and in the average number of hidden units) happens when the underlying
Ising system undergoes a phase transition from an ordered phase with a nonvanishing
long range order parameter (magnetization for ..I > 0 and sublattice magnetization
for J < 0) to a disordered phase with many clusters of locally ordered spins. A more
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subtle transition happens at lower temperatures, when the interface between different
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domains changes from a flat interface to a convoluted one (roughening transition).
The systems at our disposa.l are not yet large enough to allow a numerical study of
these interesting phenomena.

6 OPTIMAL ARCHITECTURES
Certain functions are 'easily' represented by feedforward linear threshold unit architectures, requiring only a few hidden units, while others are not. Following the usual
complexity classification, I shall ca^ll a boolean function simple il the number of hidden
units increases only as a power of the number of input units and complex when it
increases as an exponential function. This classification is not changed by allowing
sparse representations to enlarge polynomially the input space or by adding a finite
number of hidden layerc. Complez functions are not learnable.
The parity function
K

\nirnod'2
"fS,irr: i=7

(6)

it can be represented with a numberof ly' hidden units as shown in Fig. 8a,
i"t
if connection between output and input units are a.lso allowed. This is the
(#)
".

is simple:

case also for boolean function symmetric in all arguments (Minnik, 1961). When such
functions are represented by network architectures a tremendeous data compression is
achieved compared to tabulation. The same cannot be said about randomly generated
boolean functions, which usually require an exponential number of hidden units. For
instance, for 200 different random boolean functions with six input units the average
number of generated hidden units was I5.8 I2.2. This can be seen also for the
J :+0.2 curves in Figs. 4 and 6. Similar results have been reported by Mözard and
Nadal (1e89).

When applying the idea of maximal contraction one implicitly assumes that an a.rchitecture with a minimal number of units (and perhaps connections) is the desirable
implementation of a given function. This is not always true, as illustrated by ihe realization of the mirror-symmetry problem with iwo hidden units shown in Fig. 7a.. This
particular regular partitioning requires a hyperpla,ne whose coefficients increase exponentially with ihe size of the problem ('oblique hyperplane'). Such hyperplanes are
ob"tained by the "stratification" method described in Minsky and Papert (1969)and
unfeasible from a technological or biological point of view. Another real-ization, which
follows the disjunctive form of this function and involves N hidden units of unit
sirength seems more useful from a praciical point of view (Fig. 7b). Note that this
partition is not regular itself but is the disjunction of regular partiiions. In general,
whenever a task can be expressed a.s the disjunction of some simpler tasks, it seems
advantageous to use architectures of this kind.

A bioiogically and technologically very important issue is the question of execution
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symmetry' a) A regular partitionirtg with
two hidd'en un'it but with erponentially increasi,ng connecti'on weights b)

F"; 7: Two netuork,s recognizing mi'rror

A d.isjoint representation in terms oJ simple NOT6On) functions. The
number of hidden units is now N but the connection strengths are of ord'er
unity.

time. If the typical switching time of a logicai unit is r, three-layer architectures
achieve the absolut minimal execution time o{ 2r. what is the price we pay for such
speed? Looking again at the parity problem, I show in Fig. 8a the regular partition
solution and in Fig. 8b the so-called "canonical" realization of the parity function
(Lewis II and Coates, i967). It uses the dimension extansion strategy, every hidden
unit is connected to the input and the previous units. The logarithmic number of
layers implies a 2riog/y' running time (1/ is the numberof input uniis).

Fig.

Bb shows the neuronal

network "progra,m" corresponding to the recursion relation

-ffl,ity : XoR (/#;iy, rs). Th. network is a feedback XoR and requires

oniy three
syncronization
of
the inputs
An
appropriate
gates
time
delay
units.
and two
threshold
(every second step) is also needed. The running time is, however,2rly'.

What we might call an optimal architecture depends therefore on many constraints:
finite fan-in, fan-out, maximal strength of connection weights, allowed number of
hidden layers (execution time), typical learning times, etc.

7 ADDING, CONCLUSIONS
For engineers neural networks are interesting because they do things in para.llel. This
creates a strong evolutionary pressure to clevelop a neural net for adding numbers (or
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Fig. 8: Three architectures Jor the parity problem a) The regular partition b) Tlte
'canonical' Jorrn with a logarithrnic number of hid,den units c) The feed'back
netuork correspond,ing to an usual sequential prograrn. It requires onlg
three processing units.

other arithmetic functions). The funny thing is that the pressure is on us and the
benefit is on the computers. Are we just toois in the evolution of a silicon being? And
how would Nature try to solve such a problem itself?

First, Iet's recall the algorithm of binary addition: let a; and ä; denote the bits of
number a and b counted from the rightmost bits, c; the value of the carry bit, and
s; the ith bit of ihe sum s: aftr. The addition algorithm is in this notation

co-0
-(3)
: 4.litv(";,h,ci)
ci t t - o;u; + f[z^),nla;., bi)c;

';

where

r/t\
/i.ftt, : XOR, multiplication

(7)

is AND and addition is oR'

Adding numbers wiih N-bits requires a feedback net implementing this recursion.
The basic design of such a unit is shown in Fig. 9 and require three gates (I always
restrict the connections to tu; : 0, +1). An adder of this kind is caled a ripple-carrg
ad,d,er ar'd

is real slow.

Now 1et's

try to pack together the

boolean functions involving the sirnultaneous ad-
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Fig. 9: The realization of a basic unit for a ripple-carrg ad,der: see text for

the

explanat'ion of notation

dition cf two, three, four, etc. bits. Such adders are ca-iled lookahead-cqrry ttdders.
Using the chopping a.lgorithm I have actuaily implemented this program up tc' fcu:
bit adders with carry-in and carry-out bit. This is a network wiih 9 input units and 5
output units - the network had to learn a.11 512 patterns of 9 bits each and to classify
them into 32 classes.
The numberof hidden units is 16 for 2-bii adder units,60 for three-bit units and 123
for the four-bit unit. The prospects look quite good if the increase in the number of
hidden units ievels off ofi to some acceptable value as lt is increased.

ai the design of this unitt,however, it seems improbabie that Nature will
invest so much in a specific, nonmodular unit. We could try-especially since more
difficult arithmetic operation, i.e. multiplication, can be implemented using the same
method.
Looking

guess is that instead of applying brute force, Nature would make the following
observation: whenever ai : bi, ci+1 does not depend on c;. Put the bits a; on
the top ofbits ö; and identify sequences,Sl where a;:b; and sequences 52, where
ai : | - b;. Adding within sequences of type 51 does not depend on the result of
previous operations. The result of the operation is rather trivial: one simply must

My

tAvailable on request from the author
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shift a, one position to the left (see Fig. 10). The result of the addition in sequences
of type ,92 is also trivial: the carry entering this sequence is negated' appears in all
outputs and is propagated to left until the second bit of the following ,91 sequence
(see

Fig.

10).

r 01010I1001
0011110
101'l

a
b

1)

c1

Fis.

l0:

The basic tlzree steps used, bg a skip-carry ad,der: 1) Patt,ern recognition,
identifying the sequences 51 and' 52 2) ou'tput aalues corresponding to the
Slsequences are obtained' by a shift and' 3) the f'rst bit of the shiJted sequence entering into a 52 domain is negated and' propagated along the
52 sequences, including the fi'rst bit of 51 sequences.In a neural netuork
implementation all three steps would' be d,one in parallel

Designing such a carry-skip add,er becomes an exercise it pattern recognition and
communication control. That neural networks are good in pattern recognition is wellknown. It is less emphasized that without efficient communications no cooperation
between the different neural units is possible. Going back to our example, assume
that the net produces n parallel both possible outprits: shifts and propagating carries.
The resuits of this operations are put on two communication lines, linked after each
bit. These lines can be inhibited in either parallel or perpendicular directions (but
not in both) and activate the corresponding output units. The inhibiting units are
activated when they locally recognize the switch from an 51 sequence to a 52 sequence
and vice versa. When using fast switching transistors (which should operate at times
well below r) this design requires a number of gates growing only linearly with N and
has an average execution time close to the minimal one.
One interesting lesson from this example is the importance o{ some kind of content
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dependent cornmun'ication. Assume that some information has to reach a particular
motoric unit. What happens if there are several hardwired paths? There may be
situations when the choice of the appropriate path depends on the content ol lbe
signal. This assumes the presence of some additional support network, where the
content of the incoming message excites and inhibits different communication links
of the support (substrate), thus stimulating a directed wave of activity reaching the
desired destination.

I

have no idea if such a mechanism is implemented in the brain, for example. Some
support systems, i.e. involved in regulating ihe blood circulation on the active areas
of the brain, obviously exist, as shown by the EPR method. One could speculate
that such global support systems are able to implement through selective excitation
some kind ol airtual architectures in a way analogue to our algorithm and thus to
temporarily learn some specific examples. The fact that in the "attention state"
the specific response of neurons is strongly ehhanced might reflect such a mechanism
(Hillyard, Picton and Regan, 1978).

Leaving biological speculations to the imagination of more competent experts, the
method of learning by synthetizing a network has many attractive features, including
polynomial learning times, adaptability, robustness and good ttgeneralization" abilities. I tried to present a realistic picture of the large number of problems still to be
understood and solved. Nevertheless, I think that there is room for some optimism,
especially concerning synthetic brains.
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